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ABOUT
MISSION

The AGM provides platforms for engagement, exhibitions, collections and experimentation in
contemporary culture with a renewed focus on under-represented communities in
Mississauga. The AGM seeks to foster community, transcend traditional disciplinary
boundaries, and ensure safe spaces where diverse modes of being and seeing are supported
and activated in tangible ways.  The AGM supports socially engaged art practise that aims to
create social connections and or political change through collaboration between individuals,
communities and the institution.

 VISION
 As a public gallery with a strong community connection, the AGM addresses challenges,
makes connections and increases a sense of belonging for many. Projects that engage our
community and reflect their awareness of contemporary and relevant cultural topics and
issues are of particular interest. The gallery offers a wide range of FREE tours, talks, and
workshops for learners of all ages and abilities, as well as innovative youth programmes for
schools, universities and community groups.

SUPPORT

MANDATE

The AGM is generously supported by the City of Mississauga, the Ontario Arts Council, the
Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Trillium Foundation, Enterprise Partners, private
citizens, and its members.

As a centre for community building, the gallery is envisioned to energize the cultural
producers of Mississauga and beyond. The AGM is proud to admit people free of charge,
serve communities, and provide positive visual art experiences for all visitors.

LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The Art Gallery of Mississauga acknowledges and gives thanks to the land on which we have the privilege
of operating on. This land is the present-day territory of the Mississaugas of the New Credit First Nation
and the traditional homeland of the Wendat, Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee nations. We are thankful
to the many First Nations, Inuit, Métis and global Indigenous peoples who call this region home. 
The AGM firmly believes that the arts have an important role to play in addressing the critical issues of
our time, particularly to breaking down social barriers and forging connections. Recommendation 83 of
The Truth and Reconciliation Report highlights the importance of the arts in conversations for the future
of Indigenous and non-Indigenous relations. The AGM is committed to recognizing and incorporating
diverse Indigenous perspectives within engagement and exhibition programming, by engaging with
Indigenous artists and cultural producers as an indication of our commitment to and actions in support of
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
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556

2,077 Instagram 

Followers

3,721 Facebook 

Followers

6,937 Twitter

Followers
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YEAR IN REVIEW
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

It was a great honor to be invited to join the AGM board of directors and bring expertise in board
governance, leadership and support the history of the Art Gallery of Mississauga. This world-
renowned space in the city centre continues to lead programming for our diverse multicultural
landscape. The highly successful project border crossings, funded by the Ontario Trillium
Foundation, entered its second phase this year. 

We began the year with the 42nd annual juried show of fine arts presented by VAM. The works of
art of the chosen artists adorned the gallery walls. A satellite partner project, Dr. Seuss was sold
out daily and had just been extended for another three months sharing the programming AGM had
participated in and created. Our world changed in March 2020, no one imagined that lockdowns
and stay-at-home orders would continue for over a year. The gallery was closed, and staff was laid
off. The beautiful indigenous exhibit by SKAWENNATI curated by the team was left unpacked with
no sign of life. 

In the darkness, a seed was planted. Our collective love for art continued to blossom in our homes.
In the use of virtual platforms and in the community with public art. People continued to engage in
visual arts, painting, creative movement, storytelling through art, digital photography, and
drawing. For many of us, art became a part of our daily lives to support our mental health and fill
the void. This momentum continues today. 

The journey over the last year has not been without challenges. With much instability, the board of
directors was committed to keeping continuity and hired an interim executive director while our
director/curator was on leave. Rebuilding the board from 3 members would be a commitment to
build strength and continuity which our funders expected. 

On June 30th, 2020, a vibrant diverse board of committed individuals composed of artists and
professionals joined to serve the Art Gallery of Mississauga. We welcomed insight and support
from past presidents and Ron Starr joined as exofficio to help guide the mission of the founders. 

The Art Gallery of Mississauga began a new vibrant chapter in
January of 2020 while maintaining our commitment to engage the
community and artists we serve: FIRST. NEW. NEXT. Our team of
dedicated board of directors and staff began to plan the direction
of how the gallery would pivot to enrich the culture of
Mississauga in alignment with the city’s cultural masterplan and
our strategic framework plan ENGAGE, CREATE and BUILD. Art
Gallery of Mississauga 2020 opened with so many plans and a full
schedule of exhibits. Our financial position strengthened, and
long-term growth was progressing. 
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A campaign called “hold AGM accountable” was brought forth. The new board investigated and
assessed a plan of action to move forward, understanding that the public had serious concerns
about practices at the Art Gallery of Mississauga. A complete review of human resources and
best practices of the Art Gallery of Mississauga was undertaken and a plan to engage in a
complete diversity and inclusion audit has been initiated. 

In mid-August 2020, our staff began to return to work, and the HR committee had completed its
task to hire the Executive Director. The border crossings project continued virtually throughout
the year with programming, podcasts, and community group participation under the leadership
of Linda Thomas. Capturing of border crossing stories was ongoing and an open access project
was facilitated at Erin Mills Town Centre in the gallery’s commitment to build.

Our exhibit schedule of 2020 reopened in September. It was an educational exhibit, a futuristic
saga set in 3025 rooted in the Haudenosaunee confederation story featuring historical figures
Jacques Cartier and Tekanawita. It would be our first virtual presentation that changed the
platform to how we could share with students and families even though they could not come for
their tours to the gallery on school outings. The beauty of pivoting to a virtual platform opened
opportunities for those in the community and classroom to have access to archival programming
and virtual exhibit tours as well. Our senior community could engage and view virtual tours of
the exhibits on their tablets from their residences through our social media.

The AGM entered a virtual world which has became our new normal. We engaged in an outreach
platform through our campaign on the Mi Way transit buses which increased community
awareness and was interactive. Many people tried to recite: Teiakwanahstahsontehrha’ or sent us
their border crossing story from the bus engagement “what’s your border crossing story”. The
AGM logo once again became familiar to those in our city. Telling stories through art of
individual border crossings continues to thrive. 

The AGM reopened to the public in the fall briefly and the demand of families looking to share in
arts culture in a safe socially distanced environment continued to increase daily under strict
guidelines. The emerging artist platform was active and growing. More exhibits followed with
artist talks facilitated by our curator. 

The permanent collection continues to be a highlight of the gallery and our commitment to
sharing the art on loan to our corporate partners and supporters is an important part of our
portfolio. The art of Gallery of Mississauga is committed to increase the permanent collection in
the future. In 2020 we have acquired donations and have been gifted an estate of Canadian
contemporary art.



We continue to build our membership and engagement. A public advisory committee of
community leaders and local artists has been meeting quarterly to discuss outreach and
enhancement of the gallery and its challenges. Dialogues around the inclusion of all, the
maintenance of a safe space, support of the artists of marginalized communities, access for those
with disabilities, and outreach to newcomers have been the focus.

As we continue in 2021, the Art Gallery of Mississauga has become an employee partner of
Canadian Council for Diversity (CCAD). We have returned to our place at the Regional Diversity
Roundtable and continue to endorse the diversity and inclusion Charter of Peel. The board of
directors and staff is committed to supporting a welcoming and inclusive space. We are pleased
to announce that the AGM is participating in a diversity and inclusion audit where the public will
participate in feedback. We are committed to learning and implementing a healthy diverse and
inclusive space for all to enjoy.

I would like to express my gratitude to the dedicated staff, board of directors, volunteers, and
members for their contributions to the Art Gallery of Mississauga. The board would like to
express our gratitude to Steve Ferguson, who will be retiring from the board, for his contribution
and dedication to the Art Gallery of Mississauga. Steve has held an important role in his time at
AGM upholding the highest of standards and sound fiscal management. We greatly value the
support of the donors and funders. Special mention to: City of Mississauga, Canada Council for
the Arts, Ontario Arts Council, RBC, Community Foundation of Mississauga, and Ontario Trillium
Foundation for without this vital funding we would not be able to provide free admission and free
programming to all. With COVID we were not able to facilitate the annual auction in 2020 with
Mayor Crombie as honorary chair, a staple event of the year, but are excited to plan for it in late
2021 at the top of the city.

In closing, we have all undergone a huge change in 2020 which continues. We are proud of the
work and progress that the Art Gallery of Mississauga has accomplished in this unprecedented
time. A special thank you to everyone as we continue to expand the community’s cultural capital
for the future of the AGM for our next generation offering audiences opportunities to engage,
think, and build. 

With Gratitude, 

Leslie Silvestri 

President
Art Gallery of Mississauga
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Anna Gulbinski 

Executive Director 
Art Gallery of Mississauga

The exhibition that was scheduled to begin in June was sitting on the gallery floor just waiting
for a stream of visitors, particularly children, to discover the ancestral Iroquois confederation
story presented in a futuristic machinima movie. On my first day in the gallery, I watched the
movie, absolutely enthralled and saddened at the same time; sad that it would not get the
showcase it deserved because of ongoing restrictions on the number of visitors allowed in the
gallery. A few visitors were able to enjoy the Skawennati exhibit, along with Don Russell and
Peter Schuler’s If these Woods Could Speak and meet our Artist in Residence Raheel Patel
before we were once again forced to close.

 Like many other institutions, the AGM was forced to pivot in response to the restrictions and
produced its first virtual tour. It was important to the staff and Board of the AGM to continue
to present engaging and accessible exhibitions even under restricted conditions. Permission
was granted to install another scheduled exhibition in November that showcased the
incredible work of the border crossings project and featured renowned artist Frances
Ferdinands with the ‘26’ collection, Bhavna Bhatnagar with Rhythm and Artist in Residence
James Fowler. Even fewer visitors were able to see this exhibit in person but another amazing
virtual video tour was produced that truly captured the essence of the exhibit and an artist
talk with Frances Ferdinands gave perspective to the “26” installation and her inspiring stay in
Sri Lanka. The production of virtual tours has become an integral component of future
exhibition planning, not only for their archival and programming value but they serve as a
tremendous source of engagement and mental health relief.
        
        I would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff and Board, who were truly
welcoming and supportive, and tenacious in continuing to keep the AGM operational,
providing an outstanding array of workshops, programs, and exhibitions. I look forward to the
day when we can welcome visitors back into the gallery to enjoy the calendar of wonderful
exhibitions, artist talks, events, and programs.

      Beginning 2020 who could have ever imagined that Mississauga,
and the world for that matter, would be impacted by a health crisis
that literally shut everything and the Art Gallery of Mississauga down. I
joined the AGM at the end of August just as hope of re-opening the city
and getting back to a normal life was on the horizon. Although
temporarily closed because of provincial and municipal restrictions
the AGM continued offering virtual/online programming throughout
the summer with various border crossings workshops. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



    The AGM welcomed 2020 with the 42nd Annual
Juried Show of Fine Arts presented by Visual Arts
Mississauga. It was a wonderful success, with many
visitors and tour groups. A collection of selected
artworks by emerging and established artists living
and working in Ontario was exhibited from January 16
– March 14, 2020.  Jurors for the VAM 42nd Juried
Show of Fine arts included Anahita Azrahimi, Carlo
Cesta, and Fausta Facciponte. 

 Due to provincial restrictions and the
announced state of emergency the Gallery
was forced to close on March 14 and
remained closed until September.

 Skawennati’s Teiakwanahstahsontéhrha’ |

We Extend the Rafters exhibit, includes a

futuristic saga called The Peacemaker

Returns, set in 3025, an animation-style

movie rooted in the ancestral

Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) confederation

story. It encouraged viewers to (re)learn

history from an Indigenous perspective and

imagine how all people can contribute to

the world of tomorrow. 

This was the first time since the
start of the pandemic that people
were able to visit the gallery in
person.  
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EXHIBITIONS



 The exhibit also included Don Russell’s | If These Woods Could Speak featured paintings
alongside photographs by Ozhibiige Nini (Peter Schuler) whos work makes use of the mirrored
image by revealing faces and bodies to the viewer which seems to be a deliberate communing
between the human and non-human world. 

The 2020 exhibition schedule was adjusted in response to the lengthy closure. In November 2020
the gallery welcomed Frances Ferdinands’ installation 26 which emanated from the artist's 3-
month stay in her homeland of Sri Lanka. Ferdinands vision became a reality through examination
of old traditions and revitalizing them through reinterpretation within a contemporary context.  

Bhavna Bhatnagar presented Rhythm, a collection of her ceramic and paper toile works inspired
by nature, philosophy, and her ethnic-cultural background. Her exhibit presented her artistic
views creating a modern western Canadian and classical Indian fusion. 
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EXHIBITIONSEXHIBITIONS



Shortly after the new exhibition opened, the
gallery had to close to the public again. During the
AGM’s reopening in September, the gallery had
engaged videographers and photographers to help
in pivoting the gallery onto a virtual 
platform with virtual  tours and streamed/
recorded artist talks. 

    THESE VIDEOS AND VIRTUAL
TOURS CAN BE FOUND ON THE ART

GALLERY’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL.
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EXHIBITIONS



Frances Ferdinands | 26
Main Gallery
 
Bhavna Bhatnagar | Rhythm
Main Gallery

 
James Fowler | Being Alone Together
Main Gallery

border crossings Community Showcase
Featuring Debbie Miller, Kwesi Millington, and Jesse Louttit.
Freeman Gallery

 
Raheel Patel | Artist in Residence
XIT-RM

Visual Arts Mississauga 42nd Annual
Juried Show of Fine Arts
Opening Reception January 16, 2020
Main, Freeman and XIT-RM Galleries

 

September 21 - November 1, 2020
Skawennati: Teiakwanahstahsontéhrha’ | We Extend the Rafters
Main Gallery
 
If These Woods Could Speak
Don Russell and Ozhibiige Nini (Peter Schuler)
Freeman Gallery
 
Raheel Patel | Artist In Residence
XIT-RM

January 16 - March 15, 2020

November 7 - January 7, 2021

March 16 - September 8, 2020
GALLERY CLOSED DUE TO PANDEMIC 

Satellite Exhibitions & Permanent Collections

C Cafe 

Ted Fullerton | Winter Will Not Linger Long
Permanent Collection

Claude Breeze | Spikey Road 
Permanent Collection

George Hunter| Various Works
Mississauga Central Library 

George Hunter| Various Works
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EXHIBITIONS OVERVIEW



   In these strange times of isolation as a result of the Covid-
19 pandemic, maintaining our mental health and wellbeing is
so important. Artists often already spend so much time
isolated in their studios and this can create feelings of
loneliness. Being tucked away from the world to create can
take its toll on a person. Often our social experiences are
through art openings, artist talks, and panel discussions.
Many of these have moved online which cut out the small
bits of social interrelations we can have before and after
these events. 
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   Raheel Patel is an artist and cultural worker whose art
practice began in Ahmedabad, the capital city of Gujarat,
India. In Gujarat, natural dyes and Lippan mud are used to
decorate traditional Kutch homes. By upcycling mirrors
and objects Patel’s work reflects folk art history while
exploring new cultural narratives to promote
environmental social change.
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ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

 Here at the AGM, Patel uses his residency to inform and
celebrate sustainable art practices, while transforming the space
to engage visitors. 

 Fowler brought together an active art studio into the art gallery environment and broadcasted the
conversations online.  James was able to share what happens behind the scenes for an artist.  He
remotely recreated the intimacy of these experiences, and provided an opportunity for sharing,
connection, and togetherness, crossing the borders between our personal and public lives.

James Fowler

Raheel Patel



      The AGM began 2020 with an extensive and comprehensive
programming schedule. There was tremendous interest and
attendance for phulkari, storytelling and creative writing
workshops; new programming with Wednesday film nights;
continued Tot Spot programming; plans to continue Cypher
poetry and spoken word events; Yoga was brought into the gallery
space; and ongoing innovative programming for the rest of the
year.

 

Workshops were conducted in the gallery until the shutdown on
March 14th. As a result, staff quickly pivoted and began presenting
these activities online. Yoga classes, painting, poetry, kid’s crafts,
and more workshops were possible via Zoom; artists talks were
presented via Facebook Live or recorded and added to the
gallery’s YouTube channel.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT,
EDUCATION &PROGRAMMING



The imaginative and interactive  Dr. Seuss experience continued from January to March.
Workshop ideas were designed for use in classrooms where children would engage in
storytelling. Stories create magic and a sense of wonder in the world. This would be a
unique way for students to develop an understanding, respect, and appreciation for other
cultures while promoting a positive attitude towards people from different lands, races, and
religions.  

The AGM in partnership with The Dr. Seuss experience offered pre and post classroom
activities to further connect students to the stories in the experience which were available
to download free online. 

DR.SEUSS EXPERIENCE
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      border crossings is a project funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation GROW grant in its
second year. It is an interactive community engagement lab, in which visitors are invited to share
their stories and experiences with crossing borders - physical and metaphorical; geographical,
linguistic, spiritual, and personal. The project consists of animated activity stations, workshops, and
community-built exhibits, and podcasts facilitated by the AGM's border crossings team, this is a
space for forging connections and sharing experiences around the diverse community that makes up
Mississauga.

      Working remotely,  the border crossings team was able to continue the project and public
engagement on a virtual platform with community partners. Shifting to online programming
afforded the flexibility to engage with a wider audience. This allowed for both in-house and online
participation at a variety of times.  The AGM and the border crossings project would like to take this
opportunity to highlight the artists of 2020. We thank you for your help in creating wonderful
programs.

      During the fall period of minimized provincial restrictions the border crossings team was able to
facilitate a community-based project called River Rocks at the Erin Mills Town Centre. Over 200
rocks were artfully decorated with a word in English and their mother tongue that reflected in a
positive way a sentiment of crossing a border.
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PROGRAMMING: border crossings

Borders are challenges faced physically, emotionally, psychologically, and
spiritually.  They can both connect and divide, shared by the art of
storytelling. The border crossings showcase exhibit at AGM featured
shared community stories that impacted and changed the lives of the
artists through various forms of art. Featured artists included Debbie
Miller, Kwesi Millington, and Jesse Louttit. 

The Listening Wall continues to collect stories from the public on an
ongoing basis. 
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Khaula Mazhar

Painter

Farah Remhani

Children's Craft

Workshops

Norine Khalil

Story Writer

Chaendra Gittens

Dancer

 

Eric Johnston

Singer and Cultural

Advocacy

 

Bhavna Bhatnagar

Ceramics Artist

 

Debbie Miller

Cultural Advocacy and

Community Building 

 

Kwesi Millington

Mental Health

Advocacy

 

Jesse Louttit

Visual Artist

 

2020 ARTIST FACILITATORS



Zongwe Binesikwe

Storyteller 

 

Claudio Ghirardo

Comic Artist

 

Carla Gonzales

Visual Artist

 

 

Sandra Clarke

Illustration and Fibre Artist

 

Raheel Patel

Traditional Indian Artist

 

Angela Chao

Film Maker

Teneshia Samuel

Multidisciplinary Artist

 

Sel Ghebrehiwot

Film Maker
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2020 ARTIST FACILITATORS



Susha Suresh

Textile Designer
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Arezu Salamzadeh

Multidisciplinary Artist

Vasundra Srinivasan

Podcaster

Sarah Abusarar

Storyteller 

 

Yovska

Performance Artist

Salina Suriani-Nigro

Cultural Advocacy

 

Michelle Hillyard

Spoken Word Poet

Khadija Aziz

Textile Artist

 

2020 ARTIST FACILITATORS



March

19%

January

15.9%

February

14.8%

April

7.8%

June

7.5%

May

7.4%

November

5.8%

October

5.8%

September

5.1%

July

4.9%

August

4.7%

Twitter Impressions
by Month 2020

December

26.1%

September

10.7%

November

10.4%

January

10.3%

February

10.3%

March

7.6%

June

7.1%

August

4.8%

July

4.5%

May

4%

October

3.7%

November

18.3%

February

14.5%

January

13.8%

March

11.4%

August

10.5%

December

6.7%

October

6.6%

September

6.2%

June

5.6%

July

3.4%

May

1.9%

 2020 SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

Facebook Reach 
By Month 2020 

Instagram Engagement 
By Month 2020 

Social Media became more essential for
programming and community

connection in 2020. The gallery’s
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter

accounts were used to share
information about the collection,

promote workshops, artist talks, and
engage with the local community. 
 Subsequently increased follower

numbers on each channel were obtained
as people looked to cultural

organizations for support and activities
to do during the lock downs. 

*Reach, engagement, and mpressions include likes, comments, shares and views across the various platforms. 
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Afghan Women's Organization
Allevents

Amica Retirement Residences
Blackwood Gallery

Bloor Dixie Neighbourhood
Broadening Horizons Brampton
Canadian Museums Association
Catholic Cross-Cultural Services

Cawthra Park Secondary School (RAP)
Chartwell Retirement Residences 
Citizens for the Advancement of
Community Development (CACD)

City of Mississauga Cultural Division
Community Foundation of Mississauga

Community Living Mississauga
Community Youth Program Halton

Erin Mills Town Centre
Galleries Ontario

Heritage Mississauga
Indigenous Women's Art Collective 

INK Movement
Iona Secondary School (RAP)

insauga
Interim Place/Embrave

Living Arts Centre
Metis Nation of Ontario - Region 8

 - Credit River Metis Council
Mississauga Civic Centre Child Care Centre
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 PARTNERS
 AND COLLABORATORS

 
Mississauga Arts Council

Mississauga Board of Trade
Mississauga Celebration Square 

Mississauga Library
Mississauga News

Mississauga Writer's Group
Modern Mississauga
Modern Mississauga

MOYO ( formerly Peel HIV/AIDS Network)
National Film Board 

Native Canadian Centre of Toronto
Newcomer Centre of Peel

Ontario Museums Association
Oxford Properties inc.

PAMA
Peel Aboriginal Network

Peel Multicultural Council
Peel Weekly News

Punjabi Community Health Services
Rainbow Sauga Alliance/QTBIPOC Sauga

Riverwood Conservancy 
Sheridan College

Square One 
Ted Rogers School of Management 

(Ryerson University)
WE MATTERS

University of Toronto Mississauga
Visual Arts Mississauga (VAM)
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 City of Mississauga - Culture Division

 OUR FUNDERS

Charitable #11904 3586 RR 0001
300 CITY CENTRE DRIVE
MISSISSAUGA, ON, L5B 3C1

ADDRESS:
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 OUR VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are the heart of the AGM. Without their
hard work and dedication, we would not be able to
facilitate many programs and events. At the AGM

we bring art to the community and the community
to art. Thank you to our many volunteers for

helping us make this happen. 

Even during pandemic times, volunteerism at the AGM continued.
We look forward to seeing everyone again soon in person! 



Lisa Browne
Director
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DIRECTORS
AS OF JUNE 2020EXECUTIVE ROLES

Leslie Silvestri
President

Steve Ferguson
Vice-President

 

     

Anthony Pizzonia
Treasurer

 
     

Mary Miskic
Secretary

 

     

 2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Deta Constantine
Director

 
    



Paul Sych
Director

 

Carlos Herrera
Director

 

Silvia Gualtieri
Director

 

 

Yuce Baykara
Director

 

Patti Jannetta Baker
Director

 

Ron Starr
ExOfficio
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DIRECTORS
AS OF JUNE 2020
EXECUTIVE ROLESShelley Jarrett

Director
 

 2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Christine Nalborczyk
Director

 

 

Aaron Chaze
Director

 

 



 Linda Boulton 
Gallery Operations

Manager 
 

   Linda Thomas         Jennifer Rabanillo         Christina Moss         Ana Angela Lopez
           Project Lead                      Community Program-           Community Engagement            Evaluation Consultant
                                                            Coordinator                                Consultant

                                 
                                                      

Flutra Bushi  
 Accountant/Book Keeper        
                                                   

Dev Ramsumair 
Curator

Caitlin Anderson 
Registrar &

Communications Coordinator

                                                   

Zhara Khan 
Gallery Animator

Volunteer Coordinator

                                                   

Amanda Low 
Community Project

Coordinator

                                                   

Vasundra Srinivasan 
Digital Innovation and

Collaboration Coordinator

                                                   

Devon Ross 
Community Activator
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Sonja Hidas
Interim Curator

Anna Gulbinski
Executive Director

 
  

Penelope Mathieson
Interim Executive Director

 
  

Mandy Salter 
Director & Curator

on leave 

                                                   

 STAFF

 BORDER CROSSINGS PROJECT 

Jennifer
Rabanillo 

Community Activator
Educational Programs 
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 2020 MEMBERS 

Risha Alvi
Sue Archibald
Donald Bailey
Janice Baker
Sue Buchanan
Paul Damaso
Samir Dossal
Shirley Erskine
Shari Harris
Parveen Kaur
Parveen Lallaly
Yash Lamba
Hazel McCallion
Paul Mitcham
Victoria Mok
Eileen Oswald
Bonnie & Don Poole
Stuart Reid
Stacey Sinclair
John Stark
Fakhoury Tagreed
Tina Tang
Indra Trivedi
Jane H.L. Turner

Founding Members
Donna R. Lane
Joy B. MacNaughton
Peggy Sharpe
Rita Rhind
Roxanne V. Smith
G. Frank Suma
Sally Van Camp
Valerie A. Greenfield

Honourary Members

Life Members
Deborah Bensette
Ken and Jeanne Boyce
David Callendar
Peter Campbell
Bonnie Crombie
Graham Fox
Eurge Gierczak
Lorelie Graham
Anne Kennedy
Joan Koszo
Kimberly MacDonald
Arshad Mahmood
Arun Menon
Keith R. Shadlock
Ron Starr

Inspire |Patron
Oxford Properties 
Inc. Square One

Ridvan Jusufi
Annis Karpenko
Nathan Kelly
Susan Ksiepoloski
Dea Marzilli
Khaula Mazhar
Mary Miskic
Hanife Muca
Christine Nalborczyk
Laurie Pallett
Wilson McTavish
Andrew Pasieka
Shelley Jarrett
Raheel Patel
Anthony Pizzonia
James Reid
Jane Rodman
Randy Sabourin
Pat Saito
Teneisha Samuel
Leslie Silvestri
Carlo Silvestri
Pran Sivagnanam
Umai Sivagnanam
Paul Sych
Susha Suresh
Linda Thomas
Lee Tovey

Engage | Individual
Abir Abouelsaadat
Yuce Baykara
Laura A. Beaton
Eldiana Begovic
Burim Berisha
Bhavna Bhatnagar
Carter Boulton
Linda Boulton
Elizabeth Browne
Flutra Bushi
Memet Bushi
Dren Bushi
Aaron Chaze
Sandra Clarke
Sarah Collard
Deta Constantine
Stephen Dasko
Barbara Duyck
Steve Ferguson
Jayme Gaspar
Margaret Gehrs
Claudio Ghirardo
Carla Gonzalez-Casanova
Silvia Gualtieri
Anna Gulbinski
Anran Guo
Daniel Hendrick
Carlos Herrera
Patti Jannetta-Baker
Dave Baker

Engage | Individual

Think | Donor
Chris Fonseca
John Kovac
Matt Mahoney



 MEDIA COVERAGE 

Mi Way Transit Outreach Campaign | October 2020
Welcome back AGM | Modern Mississauga | September 29, 2020

border crossings | Media Release  | November 16, 2020
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